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i. SUMMARY
An analytical investigation was made of the low-speed
controllability of the Piasecki "Heli-Stat" concept of heavy-
vertical-lift hybrid lighter-than-air (LTA) vehicles, particu-
larly as affected by buoyancy ratio. A matrix of designs was
studied based upon a helium-filled ellipsoidal aero-stat
supporting a rigid structural space frame which interconnects
four SH-34J helicopter rotor/propulsion systems. The tail
rotor of each helicopter was considered to be removed and
replaced by a ducted propeller capable of absorbing full engine
power, with deflecting vanes to vector the propeller thrust
laterally in addition to its normal forward thrust. The geo-
metric arrangement of the four helicopter systems and their
interconnecting frame was kept unchanged. The aerostat, how-
ever, was varied in overall displaced volume, and also in
percentage of helium inflation. As in normal LTA practice,
the displaced volume not filled with helium consists of air
in in_ernal ballonets.
Three sizes of aerostat were examined, ranging from
21,200 m3 (750,000 ft3) to 42,500 m3 (1,500,000 ft3) displace-
ment. Each volume was studied with helium inflation of 86.2%
and 95%, representing a ballonet ceiling (altitude at which
all air in the ballonets is exhausted) of 1,520 m (5,000 ft.)
and 520 m (1,700 ft.), respectively. All maneuvers, however,
were assumedto be performed at standard sea-level conditions,
15°C (59°F) and 760 mm (29.92 in.) of mercury. Various useful
loads were also assumed for each configuration, varying from
minimum flying weight to a weight requiring maximum rated
thrust from the SH-34J rotors. The resulting matrix of con-
figurations gave a range of buoyancy ratios from approximately
0.44 to 1.39.
The ability to produce horizontal forces in all directions
independently of the main rotors contributes significantly to
controllability under conditions of near neutral buoyancy.
Because of this feature controllability becomes relatively
insensitive to buoyancy ratio (defined as static lift divided
by total lift). When operating at near-neutral buoyancy, the
auxiliary thrusters become the primary control means. As
buoyancy ratio departs from a value of 1.0, either higher or
lower, the importance of lateral thrusters decreases.
--2--
1• (Cont'd)
The ability to roll the vehicle increases the available
vectoring angle of the lifting thrusters and increases signifi-
cantly the ability to trim and acceleratein a crosswind. For
buoyancy ratios greater than 1.0, however, the control coupling
between roll and thrust vectoring must be "reversed,since the
thrust is downward instead of upward. Thus the vehicle is made
to roll "out of the wind" instead of "into the wind".
Aerostat size has an importanteffect on acceleration
capabilityparticularly in yaw, because of the dominant effect
of increasingmoment of inertia. The largest configuration
examined,which has twice the volume of the smallest, has 30_
as much accelerationcapabilityat 0° or 90° sideslip angle,
decreasing to i_ at 40° to 60°. Nevertheless,even this
latter 42,500 m3 (1,500,000ft3) size is far more maneuverable
than the older generationLTA's, and is calculated to be able to
maneuver against a 20-degreecrosswind of up to ii m/s (22
knots).
The results of this study should be considered prelimi-
nary because of the simplified analysis. Although the X- and
y- components of total drag in a side-slip as well as the aero-
dynamic yawing moment were included, the sideward "lift" force
acting on the aerostatwas not. Thus the calculated lateral
accelerationcapability in a crosswind is somewhat high. A
calculationof the 28,300 m3 (i,000,000ft3) vehicle with the
"lift"force included showed that the reduction in maximum
trimmable crosswind speed ascribableto this effect was of the
order of two knots, and occurred at sideslip angles in the
vicinity of 40 degrees.
Another aspect to be considered is that the aerostat shape
is aerodynamicallyunstable in pitch and yaw without tail sur-
faces, which were assumed to be absent. However, stability
characteristicswere beyond the scope of effort, and were not
included. Without stabilizingcontrol margins to provide ade-
quate dynamic handling qualities, operationsto combinations of
sideslip angles and speeds would be less than the values indi-
cated herein.
..3..
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4. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid lighter-than-air(LTA)vehicles (semi-buoyant)
appear to be an excellentsolution for the mission of very
heavy vertical air lift. Designs have been postulatedin
studies by Piasecki Aircraft Corp. (PiAC)capable of payloads
over 150 tons.
For many heavy vertical lift applicationsit is
necessary to place the payload accurately in position from
the hovering LTA vehicle. Thus low-speedcontrollability
becomes an important characteristic.Ref. 6 is a parametric
study performed by PiAC, of the effects on controllability
of the major geometricand dynamic variables, namely the
magnitude and spacing of the thrusters (rotors). This
magnitude of the requiredvertical thrusters,ina given case,
is a function of the buoyancy ratio__ , defined as the ratio
of static (buoyant)lift to gross weight.
This report constitutesan investigationof the zero-
and low-speedcontrollabilityof heavy-lift airships under
various wind conditionsas affected by the buoyancy ratio.
A series of three hybrid LTA vehicles were examined, each
having a dynamic-thrustsystem comprised of four H-34 heli-
copters, but with buoyant envelopes of different volumes
(andhence buoyancies),and with Varying percentage of
helium inflationand varying useful loads (hencegross
weights). Buoyancy ratio,_ , was thus examined varying from
approximately0.44 to 1.39. For values of _ greater than
1.0, the dynamic thrustersmust supply negative thrust
(i.e.downward).
-6-
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5. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
5.1 DESCRIPTIONOF HELI-STAT VERSIONS
The type of hybrid LTAvehicle analyzed herein is the
Piasecki Heli-Stat, which is comprised of an aerostat, to
which is attached a multiplicityof helicopter rotors to pro-
vide dynamic lift, propulsion,and control.
In this study the dynamic system consists of four SH-34J
helicoptersarranged symmetricallyin a rectangularpattern,
two on either side of an ellipsoidalhelium aerostat, as shown
in Fig. i. The helicoptersare attached to an interconnecting
structurewhich, in turn, is connected to an aerostat. In
order to investigatethe effects of buoyancy ratio on control-
lability three different sizes of aerostat have been examined,
with displaced volumes of 21&200 m3 (750,000ft3), 28,300 m3
(i,000,000ft3) and 42,500 m_ (1,500,000ft3). The dimensional
arrangementof the helicopters, however, has beenkept constant
for all three Heli-Stat sizes. Dimensions pertinent to the
analysis are given in Fig. i.
A matrix of study versions was created as follows. Each
of the three aerostat volumes is inflated,at sea level stand-
ard atmosphere,either 86.2% or 95._ with helium (of 95%
purity). The remainder of the displaced volume consists of
air in the ballonets. Each size is then analyzed at several
loading conditions,varying from minimum flying weight to max-
imum gross weight as limited by the allowable rotor thrust of
the SH-34J rotors. This allowable thrust is assumed to be the
maximum allowable gross weight of the SH-34J helicopter (oper-
ating as a normal separate helicopter),which is 57.8 kN
(13,000pounds force). In some instancesminimum flying weight
is less than the buoyant lift of the aerostat (buoyancyratio,
, is greater than one). In such an event the particular case
of neutral buoyancy (_ = 1.0) is also considered. Table 1
lists the individualconfigurationsanalyzed.
The SH-34Jhelicoptersare assumedto be modifiedin
the followingmanner.
a) Readily removable items not needed in the Heli-Stat
applicationhave been removed. These include such items as the
landing gear (theHeli-Stat landing gear is mounted on the
interconnectingstructure),electronics doors soundproofings
stabilizerand tail pylon.
-7-
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FIG. I MATRIX OF DESIGNS FOR STUDY OF HYBRID LTA CONTROLLABILITY
TABLE 1 MATRIX OF HEL.T-STATCOh.'F_GU_/TIOh__ _3%LYZED
AEROSTAT INFLATION BUOYANCY LOAD STATUS BUOYANCY
VOLUME RATIO
m3 % kN - --
(ft3) (ib (f))
Minimum
21,200 86.2 179.88 Flying Wt. D.77
5_
(750,000). (40,470) Useful Load 0.56
Maximum } D.44
M/m/mum
198.24 Flying Wt. 0.84
95.0 50_" [
(44,601) Useful Load _ 0.60
Maximum _ 0.46
Minimum..
239.84 Flying Wt. 0.97
28,300 86.2 5_A
(53,960) Useful Load 0.67b
(I,000,000) Maximum. i 0.51
Minimum !
264.33 Flying Wt. ! 1.06
Neunral
95.0 Buoyancy i.DO
(59,470) 5_A
Useful Load 0.71
Maximum 0.53
Minimum
Flying W_. 1.26
42,500 359.76 Neutral
86.2 Buoyancy i.00
(1,500,000) 5_
(80,940) Useful Load 0.82
Maximum 0 •61
Minimum
396.49 Flying W_. 1.39
95.0 Neutral
Buoyancy i.DO
(89,203) 5_ I
UsefulLoad 0.B'7
Maximum 0.63
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5.1 DESCRIPTIONOF HELI-STATVERSIONS (Cont'd)
b) The helicopter anti-torquerotors are removed from
all four helicopters and replaced by airplane-typereversible-
pitch propellers. They are notneeded, since rotor torque on
the Heli-Stat is reacted by differentialthrust vectoring of
the main rotors. This is an average valuewhich is nearly cor-
rect throughoutthe rotor thrust/powerrange considered, and is
assumed to be rigged in, with the other thrust-vectoringcon-
trols operating symmetricallyabout this point.
Since rotor torque is approximatelyproportional to
rotor thrust, this averagevalue is consideredto react the
torque with sufficientaccuracythroughout the thrust range of
the SH-34J rotor, and is treated as a fixed built-in angle
with maneuveringcontrol deflectionstaken equally plus and
minus about it. The propellersare capable of providing fore-
and-aft thrust, either simultaneousfor vectoring in the lon-
gitudinal direction, or differentiallyto produce yaw moments.
c) The propellersmentioned above are mounted in
propeller ducts behind which are deflectablevanes c-upableof
vectoring the propeller thrust left or right, called Piasecki
Ring-Tails. The lateral thrust componentsthus produced can
act in unison to develop lateral control forces on the Heli-
Star, or differentiallyto produce yawing moments_ both of
which are additive to the vectored thrust of the main rotors.
5.1.1 Heli-Stat Contro! Forces
The control forces about all axes are produced at and
by the four helicopters. The main (lifting)rotors c_n be
controlled in collectivepitch to vary themagnitude of the
rotor thrust, and in cyclicpitch to vector the thrust, both
longitudinallyand laterally,in the same manner as i_ the
normal SH-34J helicopter. Although the rotor of an SH-34J
helicopter does not normally produce negative (downward)
thrust as a steady-statecondition_for this study it has been
assumed that negative thrust is available as require_ to per-
mit operation in a conditionwhere buoyancy ratio is greater
than unity.
TABLE 2. CONSTANT PARAMETERSFOR ALL HELI-STAT VERSIONS
IN MATRIX
Altitude -- j Sea LevelI
iTemperat'_e C ! 15 i
, (F) i (59) iI
, a
•Air Density kg/m3 i 1.225 i(sl/ft_) ! (.002377)i
Longitudinal Rotor m I 23.2 i
Spacing (XRtr) (ft) i (76.) i
Lateral Rotor m i 43.0 i
Spacing (YRtr) (ft) I (141.) !
Distance of Rotors Below m I 13.1 I
i (43.) iCenter of Buoyancy (HRtr) (ft) w
Maximum Vectoring Angle of Main Rotor I
Thrust in X Direction (_Xmax) deg 1 12.
in Y Direction (_Ymax) deg j 12.
Main Rotor MaxinmIa Differential kN i 13.3
(3 000.)'Thrust (Each) (_Tz) (ib f) ! ,
i
Main Rotor DifferentialThrust Mixing kN/deg ! i.ii
Ratio K _ Tz = _ Tzmax /_ Ymax (ib f/deg)l (250.)= 3,000 lb.(f) . 12 Deg.
-11-
TABLE 3 HELI-STATDIMEI_IONALl MASS, AND INERTIALPROPERTIES
_tem Units ,Varvino OperationalWeiqhts
Aerostat Volume m3 21,200.
(ft3)• (750F000.)
Beliu_ _nflation % 86.2
LOad SI:_tu.s Minimum 50% Maximum
Flying Wt. useful Load Load
Weight Empty kg 23,212 23,212 23,212
(lb. (m} I [51, _.74} 151,174) (51,174}
Useful Load kg 692 9,912 18,732
(lb.(m} (I,526} (21,411} (41,296}
Gross Weight kg 23,904 32,924 41,944
(lb.(m)} (52,700} (72,585) (92,470)
Mass, Including kg 31,546 40,565 49,585
Znuerna_Gases (lb.(m}} (69,546) (89,431) (109,316)
Add'1 Apparent Mass kg 4,427 4,427 4,427
(LongiUudinalMotion)_m x . (lb. (m}} (9,759} (9,759) (9,759}
(Laueral Motion) _my kg 18,754 18,754 18,754(lb.(m)} (41,345} (41,345) (41,345)
Dis_. Center of Mass m 9.34 11.46 12o82
3elow Center of Buoy.(He=) (ft) (30.63) (37.61) (42°05)
Mass Moment of Inertia About
Center of Mass, Including kg.m2 I0,346,117 12,055,284 13,525,582
GaSeS, Ix (sl.ft2) (7,630,904} (8,891,521) (9,975,957_
Iz kg,m2 13,120,151 14,582,832 16,045,850
(sl.ft2 (9,676,9.27)(10,755,745)111,834,812}
Add'l Apparent Momenn of kg.m2 1,756,191 1,756,191 1,756,191
Iner1:iain Yaw nI z (sl-f_2) (1,295,300) (1,295,300) (1,295,300)
Max. PropellerThrust (Each}
in X or Y Directions
x_ +z5.42 +z0.28 +.s.14
TPX_L _ Or TPYmax (lb (f}) (+--3,467) (+--2,311) (4-1,156}
Propeller Thrust Mixing
Ratio (EachHelicopter} N/aeg. 1,285 856.7 428.5
•L,.Z,p,X . TPx/°X/-- (lb (f}/deg) (288.91 (192.6} (96.331
/x,, N/deg i,285 856.7 428.5
_Tpy - Tpy____ (Ib(f)/deg) (288.9) (192.6} (96.33}
• .
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TABLE 3 HELI-STAT DIMENSIOS_AL,MASS, AND INERTIALPROPERTIES (€onrad)
Ztem Units Vaz_ino OperationalWeiqhts .
AerostatVolume m3 21,200•
(ft3) (750,000.)
Helium Inflation % 95.0
Load Status Minimum 50% Maximum
Flying Wt. Useful Load Load
Weight Empty kg 23,212 23,212 23,212
(Ib.(m)) (51,174) (51,174) (51,174)
Useful Load kg 692 I0,649 20,605
(lb.(m)) (i,526) (23,476) (45,427)
GROSS Weight kg 23,904 33,861 43,817
(lb.(m)) (52,700) (74,650) (96,601)
Mass, Zncluding kg 29,672 39,642 49,585
InternalGases (lb.(m)) (65,415) (87,395) (I09,316)
Add ' I ApparentMass kg 4,427 4,427 4p427
(LongitudinalMotion)_m x (lb.(m)) (9,759) (9,759) (9,759)
(LateralMo_ion) _my kg 18,754 18,754 18_754(lb.(m)) (41,345) (41,345) (41,345)
Dis_. Center of Mass m 9.60 11.96 13.37
Below Center of Buoy.(Hc_) (ft) (31.49) (39.23) (43.86)
Mass Momen_ of InertiaAbout
Center of MASS, Including kg.m2 10,188,899 11,912,706 13,373,601
Gases, Ix (sl.ft2) (7,514,946) (8,786,361) (9i863_862)
iz kg.m2 12,893,838 14,374,288 15,854,718
(sl.ft2) (9,510,007)(10,601,931)(II,693,840)
Add'l ApparenuMomen_ of kg•.m2 1,756,191 1,756,191 1,756,191
Ineruiain Yaw AIz (sl-ft2) (1,295,300) (1,295,300) (1,295,300)
Max. PropellerThrus_ (Each)
in X or Y Directions
kN +.15.42 +.10.28 .5.14
T_X_ax or TPYmax (Ib (f)) (+--3,467) (_2,311) (.--1,156)
PropellerThrust Mixing
Ra_io (EachHelicopUer)
N/deg. I,285 856.7 428o5
YTPX " TPx/_[X (Ib(f)/deg) (288.9) (192.6) (96.33)
E /_, N/deg i,285 856.7 428.5
_'Tpy Tpy____ (lb (f)/deg) (288.9) (192.6) (96.33)
-.13-
TABLE 3 _ELI-STATDIMENSIONAL,MAS$_ AND INERTIALPROPERTIES (toni'd)
Ttem Units varvina.Operationalweichts
Aeros_t Volume m3 28•300.
(ft3) (i,000,000.)
Helium Inflation % 86.2
Load Status Minimum 50% Maximum
Flying Wt. Useful Load Load
Weight.Empty kg 24,895 24,895 24,895(lb.(m)) (54,885) (54,885) (54,885)
UsefulLoad kg 692 Ii,930 23,168
(lb.(m)) (1,526) (26,301} (51,076)
GROSS Weigh_ kg 25,587 36,825 48_063
(lb.(m)) (56,411) (81,186) (i05,961)
Mass, Zncluding kg 35,792 47,029 58,267
InternalGases (lb.(m)) (78,907) (103,682) (128,457)
Add'l ApparentMass kg 4,513 4,513 4,513
(LongitudinalMotion)nm x (lb.(m)) (9,950) (9,950) (9,950)
i
(LateralMotion) dmy kg 27,430 27,430 27,430(lb.(m)) (60,472) (60,472) (60,472)
Dist. Cen_er of Mass m 8.68 11.16 12.69
Below Center of Buoy.(Hc_) (ft) (28.48) (36.63) (41.64)
Mass Moment of InertiaAbout
Center of Mass, Including kg.m2 12,954,499 14,981,018 16,587,897
Gases, Ix (sl.ft2) (9,554,748)(II,049,432)(12,234,605)
Zz kg.m_ 15,821,510 17,406,490 18,988,827
(sl,ft2) [11,669,347)(12,838,368)(14,005,440)
Add'l Apparent Moment of kg.m2 4_854,518 4,854,518 4,854,518
Inertia in yaw _7 z (sl-ft2) (3,580,509) (3,580,509) (3,580,509)
Max. PropellerThrust (Each)
in X or Y Directions kN ._15.42 ._i0.28 +_5.14
TPxmax or TP_max (Ib (f)) _3,467) (._2,311) (.--1,156)
Propeller Thrust Mixing
Ra_io (EachHelicopter)
N/deg. 1,285 856.7 "428.5
_PX " TPx/_X (Ib(f)/deg) (288.9) (192.6) (96.33)
Tpy/ 1,285 856. 428.5" (Ib(f)/deg) (288.9) (192.6) (96._3)
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TABLE 3 HELI-STAT DIMENSIONAL,MASS, _._DINERTIALPROPERTIES (toni'd)
Ttem Units Vaz_,inaOperationalWeiahts
AerostatVolume m3 28,300.
(ft3) (i_000,000.)
Heliu_ Inflation % 95.0
Load Status Minimum 5_A Maximum
Flying Wt. Useful Load Load
Weight Empty kg 24_895 24,895 24t895
(lb.(m)) (54,885) (54,885) (54,885)
useful Load kg 692 13,179 25,667
(lb.(m)) (1,526) (29,055) (56,585)
GROSSWeight kg 25,587 38,074 50,562
(lb.(m)) (56,411) (83,940) (111,470}
Mass, Including kg 33,293 45,780 58,267
InternalGases (lb.(m)) (73,398) (i00,927) (128,457)
Add'l Apparenn _mss kg 4,513 4,S13 4,513
(LongitudinalMo_ion)_m x (lb.(m)) (9,950) (9,950) (9,950)
(LateralMonion) - nn-..y kg 27,430 27,430 27,430(lb.(m)) (60,472) (60,472) (60,472)
Dist. Center of Mass m 8.94 11.73 13.32
Below Center of Buoy.(Hcg) (ft) (29.34) (38.48) (43.70)
Mass Moment of Inertia A_out
Center of Mass, Including kg-m2 12,721,320 14,738,2i4 16,350,378
Gases, Ix (sl.f_2) (9,382,764)(10,870,349)(12,059,420)
iz kg.m2 15,396,396 17,014,051 18,630,650
(sl.ft2) (Ii,355,799)(12,548,920)(13,741,262)
Add'l Apparen_ Momenn of kg-m2 4,854,518 4,854,518 4,854,518
Inertia in Yaw AI z (sl-ft2) (3,580,509) (3,580,509) (3,580,509)
Max. propellerThrust (Each}
in X or Y Directions kR +15.42 +10.28 +5.14
Tpx_ax or TpYmax (_b (f}) (+-3,467) (+-2,311) (Zl,ZS6)
PropellerThrust Mixing
Ra=io (EachHelicopter)
N/deg. -i,285 856.7 428.5
FTPX " TPX//_X (ib(f)/deg) (-288.9) (192.6) (96.33)
K.
Tpy/_ N/deg -i,285 856,7 428.5
_l*y (lb (f)/deq) (-288.9) (192.6) (96.33)
TABLE 3 HELI-STATD_IONALp MASS_ AND INERTIALPROPERTIES (Cont'd)
Item Units Varyin_ operationalWeichts
AeEostatVolume m3 42,500.
(ft3) (I,500,000.)
Helium Inflation % 86.2
i!
Load Status Minimum 50% Maximum
Plying Wt. useful Load Load
Weigh_ Empty kg 28,487 28,487 28,487
(ib.(m)) (62,804) (62,804) (62.804)i
Useful_oad kg 692 16,253 31,813
(lb.(m}) (1,526) (35,831) (70,136)
GEoss Weight kg 29,179 44,740 60,300
(lb.(m)) (64,330) (98,635) (132,940)
Mass, Including kg 44,462 60,023 75,583
InternalGases (lb.(m)) (98,022) (132,327) (166,632)
Add_1 ApparentMass kg 4_513 4,513 4,513
(LongitudinalMotion)_ _ (lb.(m)) (9,950) (9,950) (gp950)
(LateralMotion) nmy kg 44,270 44,270 44,270(lb.(m)) (97,598) (97,598) (97,598)
Dist. Center of Mass m 7.74 10.73 12.49
Below Center of Buoy.(Hcq) (ft) (25.38) (35.207 (40.98)
Mass Moment of Inerv.iaA_out
Center of Mass, Including kg.m2 12,331,658 14,943,844 16,923,081
Gases, Ix (sl-ft2) (9,095,364)(ii,022,014)(12,481,824)
Iz kg-m2_ 24,941,661 26,781,095 28,620,050
(sl,ft2) (18,396,025)(19,752,722)(21,i09,066)
Add'l ApparentMoment of kg.m2 18,738,946 18,738,946 18,738,946
Ineruiain yaw _I z (sl-ft2) (13,821,137)(13,821,137)(13,821,137)
Max. PropellerThrust (Each)
in X or Y Directions
• kN +10.14 .i0.28 +5.14
T_,,_ or T_.n._ (lb (f)) (.j,280) (_+2,311) (_+1,156)
PEopelle(Thrust Mixing
Ratio [EachHelicopter)
s/aeg. -e4s. 886.7 428.s
MrPX " TPX//_X (Ib(f)/deg) (-190.) (192.6) (96.33)
i
KT_h, . Sides -84S. 856.7 42S.STpyi/_y (Ib(f)/deg) (-190.) (192.6) (96 33)
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TABLE 3 _EL_-STATDLMES_IONAL,MASSp AND INERTIAL PROPERTIES (toni'd)
Item Units. Varvinc O_erationalWeiahts
Aerostat Volume m3 42,500.
(ft3) (1,5oo, ooo. ) ,
Heliu_ Inflation % 95.0
Load Status Minimum 50% Maximum
Flyinc]W_. Useful Load LOad
IN |
Weight Empty kg 28,487 28,487 28,487
(lb.(m)) (62,804) (62,804) (62,804)
Useful Load kg 692 18,126 35,561
(lb.(m)) (i,526) (39,962) (78,399)
- G_OSs Weight kg 29,179 46,613 64,048
(lb.(m)) (64,330) (i02,766) (141,203)
Mass, Including kg 40,714 58,148 75,583
InternalGases (lb.(m)) (89,759) (128,1957 (166,632)i
Add'1 ApparentMass kg 4_513 4,513 4_513
(LonqitudinalMotion)_=x (lb.(m)) (9,950) (9,950) (9_950)i m
(LateralMO_ion) _=y kg 44,270 44,270 44,270
(lb.(m)) (97,598) (97,598) (97_598)i
Dis=. Center of Mass m 7.97 11.38 13;22
Below Cen_er of Buoy.(Hcc]) (ft) (26.15) (37.34) (43.36)
Mass Moment of InertiaAbout
Center of Mass, Including kg,m2 12,004,689 14,659,771 16,590,255
Gases, Ix (sl.ft2) (8,854,204)(10,812,492)(12,236,344)i ii i
IZ kg.m2_ 23,800,759 25,711_684 27,621,747
(sl.ft2) (17,554,53.9)(18,963,965)(20,372,755)
Add'l Apparen_ Momen_ of kg.m2 18,738,946 18,738,946 18,738,946
Inertia in Yaw _I z (sl-f_2} [13,821,137)(13,821,137) (13,821,137)
Max. PropellerThrust (Each)
in X or Y Directions
kfl +9.61 .IO.28 +.5.14
TPXmax TPYmaxor (lb (f)) (+_2,160) (+--2,311) (+1,156)w
PropellerThrus_ Mixing
Ranio (EachHelicopter}
N/deg. -801. 856.7 428.5
Y_PX " TI=_/'_'X (lb (f)/dec]) (-1.80.. ) (192.6) , (96.33)
./ae_ -eol. 855._ 428.5
Y'Tpy -- T y___, {lb If)/deg) (-180.) (192.6) (96.331
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TABLE 3 HELI-STATDIMENSIONALpMASS, AND INERTIALPROPERTIES (Con_'d)
I_em . Units _aryin= _per_tionalWeights
Aeros_at Volume m3 28,300 42,500
(ft3} (i,000,000.) (1,500,000.)
Helium.Inflation % 95.0 86.2
5oad Status Neutral Neut.Ta1
Buoyancy Buoyancy
Weigh_ Empty kg 24,895 28,487
{lb.(m)) (54,885) (62,804)
Useful Load kg 2,117 8,307
{lb.(m)) (4,667) (18,313)
GrOSs Weight kg 27,012 36,794
(lb.(m)) {59,552) (81,117)
, J
Mass, Including kg 34,718 52,076
InuernalGases {lb.(m)) (76,539) (114,809)
Add'l Apparent Mass kg 4,513 4,513
(Lonqiuud/nalMotion)z_ (lb.(m)) (9,950) (9,950)
(LaueralMotion) _r._{ kg 27,430 44,270{lb.{m)) (60,472) (97,598)
Dist. Center of Mass m 8.23 8.83
Below Center of Buoy.(Hc_) (ft) {27.0) (28.98)
Mass Y.::men_of InertiaAbout
Center of Mass, In=luding kg.m2 12,200,000 13,600,000
Gases, Ix (sl.f_2) {9,000,000) (10,000,000) l
IZ " kg.m2 14,900,000 25,800,000
(sl.f_2) (ii,000,000} (19,000,000)
Add'l ApparentMomenn of kg.m2 4,854,518 18,738,946
Ineruiain yaw _I z (sl-ft2) (3,580,509) (13,821,137)
Max. propellerThrus_ (Each)
in X or Y Directions(Each)
k_ +..15.42 +15.42
TPxrax or TPYmax (ib (f)) (+--3,467) (.'__3,467)
propellerThrUst Mixin_
RaUio (EachHelicopter)
N/de_. 1,285. 1,285.
MT1:,,X " TI_/'_X (lb (f)/de cj) (288.9) (288.9)
_p_. Tpy/_. z_/aeg 1,28s. 1,28s." (Ib (288.9) (28,8.9)
_o.
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TABLE 4 AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS ON HELI-STAT
ITEM UNITS VALUES
%erostatVolume m3 21,200
(ft3) (750,000)
• , j
Overall Length m 59.4
(ft) (195.)
Maximum Diameter m ii 26.1
I (85.st
Fineness Ratio (L/D) -- i 2.28
Yawing Inertia {
Co-efficientK2 - K1 -- I 0.55
(Re .40Fig.l,pg.4) I[
Load Status __ Minimum 5_/o Maximum
Flying Wt. Useful Load Load
Sideslip Angle ' deg i 0 0 ! 0
Equivalent Drag Area m2 !i 60.8 63.7 63.7
(ft2)i (654.) (686.) (686.)
Sideslip Angle deg }: 20 20 i 20
Equivalent Drag Area m2 i i00.i i01.i !,105.4
(ft2) i (1077.) (1088.) !(1135.)i
Sadeslip Angle deg 40 40 i 40
Equivalent Drag Area m2 199.6 203.3 I 211.1
(ft2) (2148.) (2188.) (2272.)
Sideslip Angle deg 60 60 60
EquivalentDrag Area m2 312.6 319.4 331.2
(ft2) (3365.) (3438.) i(3565.)
Sideslip Angle deg 90 90 90 :
EquivalentDrag Area m2 396.6 408.5 420.4
(ft2) (4269.) (4397.) (4525.)'
m ,,
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TABLE 4 AERODYNAMICFORCES AND MOMENTS ON HELI-STAT (Cont'd)
ITEM UNITS VALUES
Aerostat Volume m3 28,300
(ft3)_ (i,000,000)
Overall Length ! m 72.8I
!(ft) (239.)
, i
Maximum Diameter ! m 26.1
(85.5)
Fineness Ratio (L/D) 1 2.79
, ,,
Yawing Inertia iCo-efficient K2 - K1 I 0.66
(Ref.4, Fig.l, Pg.4) I :
,- ,
; Minimum 5_/o Maximum
ILoad Status i_-- !_Flying Wt. Useful Load Load
[Sideslip Angle ; deg i 0 0 i 0
m2 ! 60.8 63 7 63 7Equivalent Drag Area i • "
(ft2)' (654.) (686.) '.(686.)
Sideslip Angle . deg ; 20 20 ! 20
I Equivalent Drag Area i m2 '
, 115.9 119.8 i 121.2
}(ft2) : (1247-7 (1290.) (1305.)
Sideslip Angle i deg ! 40 40 : 40
, !
Equivalent Drag Area i m2 ! 255.3 261.9 : 266.8
i(ft2)[ (2748.7 (2819.7 (2872.)
Sideslip Angle I deg i 60 60 i 60
Equivalent Drag Area i m2 I, 413.8 423.5 _ 432.4
I(ft2)_; (4454.) (4558.7 (4654.1
Sideslip Angle deg 90 90 I 90
Equivalent Drag Area m2 531.5 543.4 i_555.3
(ft2) (5721.) (5849.1I(597T.)
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TABLE 4 AERODYNAMICFORCES AND MOMENTS ON HELI-STAT (Cont'd)
ITEM UNITS VALUES
Aerostat Volume m3 42,500 I
!
(ft3) (1,500,000) i
Overall Length m 99.3 i
(ft) (325.7)
Maximum Diameter m 26.1
(st) (85.5)
Fineness Ratio (L/D) -- 3.80
Yawing Inertia
Co-efficientK2 - K1 -- t 0.77
(Ref.4,Fig.l, Pg.4)
Load Status i -- i Minimum I Neutral' Maximum• Flying Wt.I Buoyancy! Load!
Sideslip Angle } deg 0 0 0
EquivalentDrag Area I m2 63.4 64.1 66.3
I(ft ) (682.) i (690.) (714.)
Sideslip Angle deg i 20 20 20
EquivalentDrag Area m2 ' 149.7 150.5 155.1
(ft2) (1611) I (1620) (1670)
Sideslip Angle deg i 40 1 40 40
I
EquivalentDrag Area m2 368.2 I 370.7 379.9
(ft2) (3964) I (3990) (4089)
i
Sideslip Angle deg i 60 60 60
EquivalentDrag Area m2 I 616.9 622.5 635.5
(ft2)! (6640) (6700) (6840)
Sideslip Angle deg i 90 90 90
Equivalent Drag Area m2 I 801.4 807.3 825.2
ift2)I (8626) (8690) (8882)
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All four rotors can be vectored in unison foreward or aft
to produce acceleratingforces along the X-axis, or left or right
for the Y-axis. They can also be vectored differentiallyin both
axes to produce yaw moments about the Z-axis. Thus, to produce
a yawing moment to the right the two forward rotors are vectored
to the right, the two aft rotors are vectored to the left, the
two starboard rotors are vectored aft, and the two port rotors
are vectored forward.
Cyclic pitch range is assumed to be + 12 degrees in both
axes, typical of helicopter rotors, and includes yaw control
combined with longitudinalor/and lateral control.
In order to produce roll moments on the Heli-Stat the
helicopter rotors are controlleddifferentiallyin collective
pitch to produce differentialthrust on the left and right
pairs. The maximum differentialthrust available is assumed
to be + 13.3 kN (_ 3,000 pounds force), which is a typical
value_or the differentialthrust for a twin rotor helicopter
with rotors of comparablethrust rating.
Rotor torque on a normal, separatelyoperatingSH-34J
helicopter is reacted by a couple produced by an anti-torque
tail rotor and a lateral component of the main rotor. The
rotors of the Heli-Stat are so widely spaced, however, that
their torques are easily reacted by small horizontalthrust
componentsat each rotor,produced by differentiallongitu-
dinal vectoring of about _ 4 degrees.
Since the SH-34J tail rotors are not needed for anti-
torque, they are consideredto be removed and are replacedby
Piasecki Ring-Tails,which are fore-and-aftthrustingpropel-
lers mounted in ducts behind which are deflectingvanes which
can vector the propellerthrust left or right. These vectored
propeller thrusts (fore-and-aft,left and right, and either
simultaneousor differential)are used in conjunctionwith and
additive to the vectored main-rotorthrusts. The propellers
are driven from the helicopters'drive system with power from
the same engine which drives the main rotor. Thus with maxi-
mum gross weight loading of the Heli-Stat,most of the avail-
able power is directedto the main rotors, with secondary
control forces provided by the Ring-Tails (or propellers).
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With lightly loadedrotors, however, as in nearly neutral buoy-
ancy_ the main rotors produce little thrust2 consume little
power_ but contributeto controllability,and allow most of the
power to be diverted to the Ring-Tailswhich then become the
prime sources of control and propulsion forces,
Main rotor power at the various thrust levels used in the
analysis was calculatedfrom flight test data on the H-34 heli-
copter (Ref.5)° The balance of the availablepower from each
helicopter is then assumed to be available to its Ring-Tail for
maximum control thrust,which was calculatedfrom performance
data supplied by Hamilton Standard Div. of United Technologies.
The Ring-Tail thrust values included a correction for
15% loss at the angles of turn used and for the sine of the
angle of deflection. For simplicitythese same values were
used for + Tpx max, and it was assumed that the X and Y com-
ponents of propeller thrust were attainablesimultaneously
when required.
With so many degrees of freedom in the controls there
would be an infinite set of combinationswhich could be used
to trim the Heli-_tat° To make the analysis tractable_ yet
consistentwith a potential real design, the controls are
assumed to be co-ordinatedby mixing linkages as follows.
i. The control parameter in terms of which the others
are related is taken as _, the vectoring angle of the main
rotor thrust_ with subscriptx or y to denote the direction of
vectoring. 7t is not to be implied that _ is the most powerful
or most importantcontrol. It is merely a convenientparameter
with respect to which mixing ratios can be establishedfor the
others.
2. For a given configurationthere is a fixed linear
relation between _X and Tpx' the Ring-Tail (or propeller)
thrust in the X direction_and between _y and Tpy; also
between _y and _Tz, the main-rotor differentialthrust for
roll control.
3• The linear relationshipsare such that _y max
(12 degrees) correspondswith ATZ max (3_000pounds)_ and
with Tpy max; also _X max (12 degrees) correspondswith TPx max
TPx max and Tpy max are determinedby the power availableto the
propeller at the particular loading condition_and it is assumed
that the propeller controls are adjustableto provide this fea-
ture. The 12-degree figure for _X max correspondsto the con-
trol limits on the SH-34J helicopter. Thus the mixing ratios
were chosen to use all the control available from the SH-34J_
and all the excess power availableto the propellers•
4. For yaw control, involving_T_, _Tpy, A_x and A_y,
it is assumed that &T_ = &Tpy_ and &_X = &_Y.
5. Whenever the buoyancy ratio is greater than one
(negativerotor thrust) the ratios of TPx to _X and Tpy to
y are reversed in sign because of the reversal in sign of
the main-rotor thrust• It is assumed that means are provided
in the control system to accomplishthis.
Lighter-than-airships conventionallyuse their
ballonets for attitude trim by pumping air from one ballonet
to another. For airshipswhich lack dynamic thrusters_this
is a trimming means available at low airspeedwhere tail sur-
faces are relativelyineffective. However, transfer of a
large mass of air is a slow process. Although the Heli-Stat
has ballonets_which could be used for trimming, their primary
function is to maintain constant volume under varying external
pressure. Differential rotor collectivepitch affords a more
rapid means of trimming.
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5.2 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE
The general method employed in the analysis involved the
following steps.
a) The mass, center-of-gravitylocations,and moments of
inertiawere calculated of each individualversion for each
loading condition. The "freebody" which is acted upon by
external forces is the complete vehicle and includes all internal
gases (helium_n the main envelope and air in the ballonets for
the particular inflation condition considered). The mass, centez_
of-gravity,and moments of inertia were calculatedfor this over-
all mass. Payload was considered to consist of one or more
internationalstandard containers,2.44 x 2.44 x 12.19 m
(8 x 8 x 40 ft.), attached immediatelyunder the center keel
structure (Figure i). A summary of mass and inertial properties
of all versions is given in Table 3.
b) The effective drag area of each version was estimated
for sideslip angles of zero and 90 degrees. The zero-degree
drag coefficients (basedon frontal area) for the buoyant enve-
lopes are taken from Figure 19, page 3-12 of Ref. 2, for turbu-
lent flow on ellipsoidalbodies. These values are conservative
because the Reynolds number in the reference figure (basedon
overall length), although in the turbulent flow regime, is
neverthelessonly 106. The Reynolds number of these vehicles
would be of the order of 5 x 107 at a speed of 20 knots. This
higher Reynolds number should result in a significantlylower
drag coefficient,although actual data on ellipsoidalshapes
at such large Reynolds numbers is not available. For the 90-
degree sideslip the shapes of the envelope,which actually
consist of a cylindricalmidsectionwith ellipsoidalends,
were approximatedby a cylindricalmidsectionwith hemispher-
ical ends and the same overall volume. Figure 12, page 3-9 of
Ref. 2 was used for the cylindricalportion, and Figure 19,
page 3-12 of the same referencewas used for the hemispherical
ends.
The equivalentdrag area of the helicopters, alone_ at
zero degrees was derived from flight test data on the SH-34A
helicopter (Ref.5).
The equivalentdrag area for the interconnectingstruc-
ture was calculatedby conventionalairplane-technologymethods
using appropriatedata from Ref. 2 as follows. A drag co-
efficient of 0.5 for the longitudinalkeel (at zero sideslip)
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was obtained from Figure 22, page 3-12. For the landing wheels
0.15 was taken from Figure 33, page 13-14. Struts and wires were
assumed to be of streamlineshape with chord/thicknessratio of
2.7, and a drag coefficientof 0.055 from Figure i0, page 6-9_
was used, correspondingto a friction drag coefficient,cf of
0.0038. Correctionsfor struts and wires in oblique planes were
made by means of the "crossflow principle"per page 3-11
(Ref.2).
For intermediatesideslip angles published data is practi-
cally non-existentbeyond about 15 degrees. Accordingly,drags
for angles between zero and 90° were establishedby fitting an
S-shaped sine-squaredcurve between those points, according to
the expression
S_ = SO + ($90- So) sin2_ (i)
which is seen to match the zero and 90-degreepoints. In this
expression_S is the total equivalentdrag area, _ is a sideslip
angles and subscripts 0_ 90, and _ refer to the values at 0, 901
and degrees, respectively.
c) Aerodynamicyawing moments at sideslip angles greater
than zero were calculatedusing the expression
1 V2
Yawing moment, MZ= _ _(k2 - kl) sin 2_ (2)
per equation (7),page 7 of Ref. 4. The inertia coefficients
kI and k2 are given in Figure i, page 4 of that reference (see
Section 9 for definitions).
d) At each wind speed (relativeairspeed for a nominal
hover condition)and sideslip angle, the required values for
the control parametersdescribed in Section 5.1.1 were calcu-
lated to trim the vehicle sir_ultaneouslyfor sideslip speed
component_roll_ longitudinalspeed component,and yawing
moment. The maximum control remaining in each axis (considered
separately)was then applied and the resulting acceleration
calculatedfor each axis.
e) .Maximum accelerations (eachaxis) versus windspeed
for given sideslipangles were plotted_ and are shown in Sec-
tion 6_ Results. The points of zero accelerationcapability
determine the limitingwindspeed/sideslipcombination. Where
these values differ for'differentaxes (e.g.roll vs. yaw), the
lower speed governs, since at any higher speed the vehicle can-
not be trimmed in all axes without running out of control in
some axis.
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In the calculationsequence the vehicle was first trimmed
for roll and lateral translation. A free-body diagram, with all
forces, is shown in Figure 7. The static trim equations are:
ZZ = 0 LB + 4TR cos (_ + _y) - 4Tpy sin _ - W = 0 (3)
ZY = 0 4 TR sin (_o+_y) + 4Tpy cos
- D sin_- LCW cos_ = 0 (4)
Z_B = 0 2 ATZ YRTR - LB HCG sin @ - 4TR sin_y (HRTR - HCG)
-D _G sin_cos_+L_ _CGcos_cos
-4 Tpy(_Ta-HCG)= 0 (S)
Solving equation (3) for TR and substitutingfor TR in equations
(4) and (5), in turn, yield equations (6) and (7).
[4 sin. - tan . .4T;ycos
- D sin_ - LCW cos_ = 0 (6)
(4Tpy sin _ + _ - _))- sin _y - HCG)2_z Y_ , cosC_+_y) (H_a
- D HCG sin_ cos @ + LCW HCG cosS cos #
- LB HCG sin % - 4 Tpy (HRTR - HCG) = 0 (7)
No data was availablefor the CL of airship shapes at
angles of attack above 20 degrees2 and no data at all on ellip-
soids. In the analyses presentedherein the terms involving
LCW (andthus CL) were not used in the calculations. Subsequent
review, for the 1,000,000ft3 aerostat, using assumed CL'S above
20 degrees_ showed that the reduction in maximum trimmable
crosswind speed ascribableto this effect is of the order of two
knots, and occurs in the vicinity of 40-degree sideslip angle.
The differencedecreases rapidly above 45 degrees and_ of cours%
becomes zero at 90 degrees.
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Induced drag was not separatelycalculated_ it was in-
cluded in the total drag, computed as described in Section
5.2(b).
The control parameters,Tpy and ATZ were eliminated in
equations (6) and (7)by substitutingtheir relationshipsto _y
described in Section 5.1.1. After making these substitutions,
equations (6) and (7) each have only two unknowns, _ and _y.
They were each solved for _y by computer trial-and error methods
at several arbitraryvalues of _ for each specific configuration
(volume,loading condition,air-speed, sideslip angle). Pairs
of values of _ and _¥ satisfyingequation (6) represent a
vehicle trimmed in lateral translation,but not necessarily in
roll. Pairs of values satisfyingequation (7) represent trim
in roll but necessarilyin lateral translation. These pairs of
values were plotted, one against the other_ for a series of
constant speeds. The intersectionsof the resulting graphs
yield pairs of _ and _y representingconditions trimmed in both
roll and lateral translation.
The vehicle was next trimmed for longitudinaltranslation
by equating all X-forces to zerot equation (8).
ZX = 0 4 TR sin_x - D cos_ + 4 TPx + LCW sin_ = 0 (8)
Equation (8)was solved for _X after substitutingfor TPx its
equivalentfunction of YX (as described in Section 5.1.1) and
for TR from equation (3).
i
The vehicle was assumed to maintain its longitudinal axis
horizontals using differentialrotor thrust as required. Since
the lateral/rolltrim calculationsshowed that differential rotor
thrust available for roll was never a limiting factor, and since
in the worst case investigated (35knots with the largest enve-
lope size) only 2_/_of the differentialthrust availablewas
required for pitch trim, this calculationwas omitted in the
trim procedure.
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The vehicle was next trimmed in yaw by equating all yaw-
ing moments to zero_ equation (9).
7MZ = 0 2 XRTR (ATpy+ ATRy) cos
+ 2 YaTR (_TPx + _TRx) - MZ _ 0 (9)
The aerodynamicyawing moment, MZ is not affected by the term
LCW cos_j previously mentioned,_ich is taken to act through
the center of buoyancy. _ is a pure moment around the center of
buoyancy and was calculatedindependently,from equation (2).
The parameters ATpy, ATPx' and ATRx were replaced by their
respectivefunctions of A_x and A_y. (As stated in Section 5.1.is
to reduce the number of independentvariables A_ = A_y.) with
these substitutionsequation (9)was then solved for A X and A y.
The vehicle has been trimmed simultaneouslyin lateral
translation_ roll, longitudinaltranslation, and yaw. Finally,
the maximum accelerationswere calculatedfram the amount of
control remaining after trimming simultaneouslyin all of these
axes. The mass against which the acceleratingforces act inclu-
des the additionalapparent mass of the surroundingair in the
longitudinal and transversedirections, as applicable. Likewise
the moment of inertia for yaw accelerationincludes the addit-
ional apparent moment of inertia. These quantities are given in
Table 3_ and are derived using the coefficients shown in Figure
1 of Ref. 4.
Calculationof the stability characteristicsw-asbeyond
the scope of this effort. Stability effects were not considered,
except that for each axis accelerationswere calculated in the
direction of least control remaining from the trim cculdition.
In the yaw axis, therefore,where the body is inherently aero-
dynamicallyunstable without tail surfaces (whichwere assumed
not to be incorporated),the analysis does not provide control
margin to allow for dynamic overshoot_therefore operational
angles will be limited to values lower than calculated herein.
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6. RESULTS
6.1 ACCELERATION CAPABILITY IN CROSSWINDS
The accelerationcapabilitiesof the Heli-Stat versions
in lateral, longitudinal,and yaw motion while hovering in
crosswindsare presented in Figures 2, 3, and 4 respectively.
Each axis will be discussed separately.
In some cases the graphs have end-pointslabeled "maximum
trimmable airspeed". Although such a graph appears to retain a
significantaccelerationcapabilityat these points, the vehicle
cannot be trimmed about all axes because the control limit has
been reached for one of the other axes. This happens, for
example, in longitudinalaccelerationat large side-slip angles.
Above some criticalwind speed there may be insufficientlateral
control for trim at that sideslip angle, although the vehicle
would otherwisebe capable of longitudinalacceleration.
6.1.1 Lateral Acce!eration
The three graphs grouped together as Figure 2 show linear
accelerationcapabilityin the lateral (Y) direction as a func-
tion of wind speed for sideslip angles of 0, 20, 40, 60 and 90
degrees, and for several conditionsof loading varying from
minimum flying weight to maximum weight as limited by the allow-
able thrust on the SH-34J rotors, 57.8 kN (13,000lb.) each.
Figure 2(a) shows this capabilityfor the version with a
21,200 m3 (750,000ft3) aerostat. Figure 2(b) shows it for the
28,300 m3 (!,000,000ft3) volume, and Figure 2 (c) shows it for
the 42,500 m3 (i,500_000ft3) volume.
Referring to Figure 2(a) the decrease in lateral accel-
eration capabilitywith decreasingbuoyancy ratio is clearly
evident_ especiallyat very low wind speeds. The reason for
this relationshipis that the same values of rotor and
propeller forces are availableto acceleratean inertial mass
which increaseswith decreased buoyancy ratio. The same general
relationshipsare shown in Figures 2(b) and 2(c). Moreover, if
these three figures are compared with each other, particularly
at near-zerowind speeds, it is seen that the larger the volume
of the Heli-Stat,with correspondinglarger inertial mass, the
-30-
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FIG. 2 (b) HELI-STAT LATERAL ACCELERATION
CAPABILITY IN HOVER VS. WIND SPEED (Cont'd)
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FIG. 2(c) HELI-STAT LATERAL ACCELERATION
CAPABILITY IN HOVER VS. WIND SPEED (Cont'd)
SEA LEVEL, 15° C (59°F.)
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lless the acceleration capability. Thus the 21,300 m3 (750,000
ft3) version, fullZ loaded, can accelerate at zero wind speed
at 1.0 m/s2 (3.3 ft/s2) compared to 0.58 m/s2 (1.9 ft/s2) for
the 42,500 m3 (1,500,000 ft3) version.
Figure 2(c) illustratesanother interestingfeature,
namely that, provided there is an auxiliarylateral thruster
independentof the lifting rotors, accelerationcapabilitycan
be maintainedwhen operating at a buoyancy ratio near unity.
In the configurationsexamined in this study the same power-
plant which drives the main rotor of each helicopter also drives
the propeller in the Ring-Tail. Thus, under conditionscalling
for less rotor thrust (andpower)more power is available to the
propellers,which can thus produce more thrust, largely counter-
acting the decreased rotor thrust.
For a buoyancy ratio substantially greater than unity,
e.g. 1.39 as in Figure 2(c), the controllability is, surpris-
ingly, greater than at maximum load (_= 0.61). Inertial mass
is less, and rotor thrust is approximately of the same magni-
tude in both cases, but for _ >l.0 it is directed downward.
Consequently the control mixing between roll (differential
rotor thrust) and side force (vectoring of rotor thrust) must
be reversed, so that the vehicle will be rolled "out of the
wind", causing its downward rotor thrust to produce acomponent
against the wind.
6.1.2 LongitudinalAcceleration
The three graphs grouped together as Figure 3 show linear
accelerationcapabilityin the longitudinal (X)direction as a
function of wind speed for sideslip angles of 0, 20, 40, 60 and
90 degrees, and for several conditionsof loading varying from
minimum flying weight to maximum useful load. Figures 3(a),
3(b),and 3(c) show this capability for the same Heli-Stat
versions, respectively,as do Figures 2 (a),2(b), and 2 (c) for
lateral acceleration_namely 21,200 m3 (750,000ft3), 28,300 m3
(I,000,000ft3), and 42,500 m3 (1,500_000ft3).
As in the case of lateral acceleration,for each size
aerostat longitudinalaccelerationis also seen to decrease
with decreasingbuoyancy ratio, and increasingthe aerostat
volume leads to decreased acceleration_and for the same
reason (increasedinertialmass).
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iThere are distinct differences,however_ between Figures
2 and 3.
a) Longitudinal translationcapability is consistently
greater than lateral, and the ratio between them increases
rapidly with wind speed. The reason for this is that aerody-
namic drag in the transverse (lateral)direction for the total
Heli-Stat is six to twelve times, dependent on fineness ratio,
that in the longitudinaldirection. Moreover the "additional
apparent mass" representingthe mass of surroundingair which
must be acceleratedis four to ten times as large laterally as
longitudinally. The control forces available in the configura-
tions analyzed, on the other hand, are approximatelyequal in
the longitudinaland lateral directions.
b) For the lateral direction _igure 2) the accelera-
tion capability at zero degrees sideslip is independentof
wind speed as a natural consequenceof the fact that the drag
has no lateral (Y) component. The equivalentcase for longi-
tudinal acceleration (Figure3) is 90 degrees of sideslip,
where'the purely transversedrag has no longitudinalcomponent.
Hence in this case the longitudinalaccelerationcapability is
independentof wind speed.
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FIG. 3(a) HELI-STAT LONGITUDINALACCELERATION
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HELl-STAT LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION
CAPABILITY IN HOVER VS. WIND SPEED (Cont'd)
SEA LEVEL, 15°C (59°F.)
28,300 m3 (1,000,000 Ft3) AEROSTAT PLUS
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FIG. 3(c) HELI-STAT LONGITUDINALACCELERATION
CAPABILITY IN HOVER VS. WIND SPEED (Cont'd)
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6.1.3 Yaw Acceleration
The three graphs grouped together as Figure 4 show
angular accelerationcapabilityin yaw as a function of wind
speed for sideslip angles of 0, 20, 40, 60 and 90 degrees,
and for the same conditionsof loading as Figures 2 and 3.
Figures 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) show this capability for the
same Heli-Stat versions, respectively2 as do Figures 2(a)I
2(b)I and 2(c) for lateral acceleration,and the same as
Figures 3(a)_ 3(b),and 3(c) for longitudinalacceleration,
namely 21,200 m3 (750,000ft3)1 28,300 m3 (1,0001000ft3)1
421500 m3 (1,5001000ft3).
Yaw accelerationcapabilityis affected in the same
general way as is lateral or longitudinalwith one notable
exception. It is reduced by a significantlygreater percent-
age with increasedvolume, reflectingthe fact that yaw
moment of inertia increasesby the square of linear dimen-
sions in addition to the effect of increasedmass. Thus_
comparingthe accelerationcapabilityof the 271200 m3
(750,000ft3) vehicle with the 42,500 m3 (1,500,000ft3)
vehicle at similar loading conditions,the longitudinal
acceleration is reduced by an average of 31% and the lateral
by an average of 46%, while yaw is reduced by an average of
6_ and up to 9_L at the most critical sideslip angles.
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FIG. 4(a) HELI-STAT YAW ACCELERA7ION
CAPABILITY VS. WIND SPEED
SEA LEVEL, 15°c (59°F.)
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FIG. 4 (b) HELI-STAT YAW ACCELERATION
CAPABILITY VS. WIND SPEED (Cont'd)
SEA LEVEL, 15"C (59OF.)
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FIG. 4 (c) HELI-STAT YAW ACCELERATION
CAPABILITY VS. WIND SPEED (Cont'd)
SEA LEVEL, 15°C (59aF.)
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6°2 MAXIMUM TRIMMED AIRSPEED IN CROSSWINDS
Figures 5(a), (b) and (c) show the maximum airspeed to
which each of the three Heli-Stat sizes can be trimmed as a
function of sideslip angle, and for buoyancy ratios correspond-
ing to a range, for each size, from minimum flying weight to
maximum weight. These graphs were constructedfrom the graphs
of Figures 3 and 4, using the values of wind speed at which
acceleration capabilitybecomes zero.
In general the most critical sideslip angles are in the
region from 40 to 70 degrees. This is to be expected, since
the aerodynamicyawing moment on an ellipsoidalbody is pro-
portional to the sine squared of the sideslip angle, which is
maximum at 45 degrees.
Comparing Figures 5(a), (b),and (c) against each other
shows that the controllability,as measured by crosswind capa-
bility, varies more with aerostat size (volume)than with load
variation in a given Size. In the 28,300 m3 (1,000,000 ft3)
size, Figure 5(b),the Heli-Stat can hover in a 45-degree side-
slip in winds of ll to ll.5 m/s (21 to 22.5 knots) at all buoy-
ancy ratios to which it can be loaded.
Figure 5(a), for the 21,200 m3 (750,000ft3) aerostat,
shows the same trends as Figure 5(b)except that, because of
its smaller buoyant volume, it cannot be flown in a condition
approachingneutral buoyancy, even at minimum flying weight.
Since the dynamic thrusterscan produce the same moments as for
the larger 28,300 m3 (i,000,000ft3) Heli-Stat,while the aero-
dynamic drag and yawing moment of the smaller aerostat are
smaller, this smaller size is seen to be more maneuverable,and
can resist a 45-degree cross wind up to at least 13.5 m/s (26
knots) at all loading conditions.
On the other hand, the still larger 42,500 m3 (1,500,000
ft3) Heli-Stat is less maneuverable,having a 45-degree sideslip
capability in wind up to about 8.5 m/s (16knots). At minimum
flying weight this version, when inflated 95._/owith helium,
has positive buoyancy (1.39buoyancy ratio). It requires nega-
tive rotor thrust for vertical trim, and reversed control mixing
between differentialrotor _hrust and rotor thrust vectoring, as
explained in Section 6.1.i. With this change in control mixing,
however, it is as controllableas when fully loaded.
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06.3 CROSSWIND HOVER CAPABILITYVS. USEFUL LOAD
J
Figures 3(a), (b)• (c)• and (d) show the maximum wind
speed against which the three sizes of Heli-Stat can be hovered,
as a function of useful load, at sideslip angles of 20• 40• 60•
and 90 degrees, respectively. These four figures are similar in
that they clearly show that the controllability•as measured by
crosswindhover capability,for a series of different size aero-
stats, all with the same system of dynamic thrusters (including
spacing), is a decreasingfunction of aerostatvolume at all
sideslip angles. Note that Figure 3(a) (20-degreesideslip)
shows graphs for only the two largest volumes. The graph for
the 21,200 m3 (750,000ft3) size would lie completelyabove the
maximum wind speed shown in the figure, as can be verified by
referring to Figure 2(a)o
The variation in controllabilityfor each size depends
on useful load to only a minor degree. This is also implied in
Figures 2(a)• (b)•and (c)which all show a "clustering"of the
graphs for differentbuoyancy ratios.
As useful load is decreased further, producing a loading
condition involving negative (downward)dynamic lift (_> 1.0)•
downward rotor thrust can be vectored as effectivelyas the
more normal upward thrust. However, the control mixing between
lateral differentialthrust (rollcontrol) and lateral thrust
vectoring must be reversed for this condition of buoyancy ratio
greater than one as explained in Section 6.1.i.
6.4 DISCUSSION
The calculatedaccelerationcapability for a given wind
speed and sideslip angle will be lower when the lift induced
on the aerostat at an angle of sideslip is included in the
static trim equations. This would reduce the maximum trimmable
airspeed by a calculatedamount of 1 to 3 knots at a 40 degree
sideslip angle. Includingstability effects• not part of this
scope of work_ would reduce this apeed by an estimated addit-
ional 1 to 3 knots.
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FIG. 6(a) HELI-STAT MAXIMUM CROSS-WIND HOVER
CAPABILITY VS.USEFULLOAD
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FIG. 6(b} HELI-STAT MAXIMUM CROSS-WINDHOVER
CAPABILITYVS.USEFUL LOAD
SEA LEVEL, 15"C (59"F.)
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FIG. 6 (c) HELI-STAT MAXIMUM CROSS-WINDHOVER
CAPABILITY VS.USEFUL LOAD (toni'd)
SEA LEVEL, 15"C (59"F.)
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FIG. 6 (d) HELZ-STAT MAXIMUM CROSS-WINDHOVER
CAPABILITYVS.USEFULLOAD
SEA LEVEL, 15"C (59"I_.)
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0- 0 I I i i I i | i
0 5 i0 15 20 25 30 35 40TOI_S
USEFUL LOAD
_' i i - i _ I "=
0 5 i0 15 20 25 30 35 TONNES
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7. CONCLUSIONS
i. Horizontal thruster(s)capable of producing lateral
forces are desirable under conditionsof near neutral buoyancy.
As buoyancy ratio departs from this value, in either direction,
the importance of lateral thrusters decreases.
2. For vehicles with varying sizes of aerostatsbut the
same configurationof dynamic thrusters,the controllability,
as measured by accelerationcapability,decreaseswith increas-
ing aerostat volume, especiallyin yaw because of the increased
moment of inertia.
3. The ability to roll the vehicle increases signifi-
cantly the ability to trim and acceleratea hybrid LTA vehicle
in a crosswind.
4. For loading conditionswhen buoyancy ratio is greater
than one, the control mixing between roll and lateral vectoring
must be reversed.
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J9. ABBREVIATIONSAND SYMBOLS
Unitsi
S_mbols Definition S.I. Customary
a acceleration,linear m/s2 ft./sec.2
C.B. center of buoyancy
C.G. center of gravity
drag coefficient_based on _2/3
CL lift coefficient,based on _2/3
CM moment coefficient,based on
center-line
D drag force N Ib(f)
D diameter m ft.
deg. degrees deg. deg.
f.r. fineness ratio (length/diameter)
g accelerationof gravity m/s2 fto/SeCo2
G°W. gross weight kg. Ib(m)
HCG height of vehicle center of m ft.
gravity (definedin Fig. 7)
HRTR height of main rotors m ft.
(definedin Fig. 7)
IX}Iy mass moment of inertia aboutX, Y and Z axes (roll,pitch, kg.m2 slug ft.2and yaw, respectively)
°
.• o
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9. ABBREVTATIONSAND SYMBOLS (Cont'd)
,- Units
Symbols , Definition S.I. Customar_
kI coefficientof additionalapparent
mass for longitudinalmotion, equals
additional apparentmass divided by
actual mass
k2 coefficientof additionalapparent
mass'fortransversemotion_defined
as above
L lift N ib.
L rolling moment Nom Ib.-ft.
L overall length m fro
LB total buoyant lift (weightof N lb.
displaced volume of air), thus
equal to g_
LCW crosswind "lift"force
m mass kg. slugs
N yawing moment N°m ibo-ft°
N Newton - internationalunit
of force, equals 0.2248 lb.
q dynamic pressure = 1/2f_ N/m2 ib./ft°2
R radius m ft.
S area _ ft.2
T thrust N ib.
t time s SeCo
TR average thrust of each lifting rotor7 N lb.
i°e. when _TZ = 0
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9. ABBREVIATIONSAND SYMBOLS (Cont'd)
Units
Symbols Definition S.I. Customary
TPx X component of horizontal N lb.
thrusters (definedin Fig. 7)
Tpy Y component of horizontal N ibo
thrusters (definedin Fig° 7)
V flight path velocity m/s ft°/sec°
or knots
v sideslip velocity m/s ft./sec.
volume m3 ft.3
W weight (invacuum) of entire mass N lb.
of vehicle, includinginternal gases
X direction of longitudinalaxis
x displacement in X direction m ft.
XRTR rotor longitudinalspacing m ft.
(defined in Fig. 7)
Y direction of lateral axis
y displacementin Y direction m ft.
(lateral)
YRTR rotor lateral spacing m ft.
(definedin Fig. 7)
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9. ABBREVIATIONSAND SYMBOLS (Cont'd) Units
_ymbols _ Definition S.I. Customary., ,mlmmmm_
O_ angular acceleration rad./s2 rad./sec.2
sideslip angle (windangle, Fig. 7) deg. deg.
buoyancy ratio
(staticlift/totallift)
_TZ differentialthrust of lifting N lb.
rotors (each)for roll or
pitch control
_X] vectoring of main rotor thrust deg. deg.
in X or Y direction
_Y (definedin Fig. 7)
p air density kg/m3 slugs/ft.3
roll angle deg. deg.
_ yaw angle deg. deg.
( ) first time derivative of ( )
OO
( ) second time derivative of ( )
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• "g * b
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9.
DATA FROM REF. 4, NACA REPORT 405,
"APPLICATIONOF PRACTICALHYDRODYNAMICSTO AIRSHIP DESIGN"
/.0 . Vol. K1 K2 K2-K1
AB' C (m3)
•8 A 21_200 0.17 0.72 0.55
B 28,300 0.19 0.79 0.66
.6 C 42,500 0.08 0.85 0.77
.5 I
2 D 4 _ 6 7 8 _
FINENESS RATIO -'
FIGURE io INERTIA COEFFICIENTSOF ELLIPSOIDS
||l fin . i | i i i
_. Ifthemoment istakenaroundthecenterofvolume,I This is Equation 2 of
the.lasttermdisappears,ma'_n_ thetotalmoment for
eithercirc_flarorpitchedflight: Report_ used in yaw trim
!, ._o-,,_(I'--/_',!(v l)sin2.4,u. (7) analysis.
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